OPEN LETTER TO ALL OUR
FRIENDS AND FAMILY IN
MACKENZIE
WE NEED MORE THAN EMPTY PROMISES

should be reclassified as bioenergy fibre, pulpwood, or low-grade sawlogs
The forest sector in Mackenzie has been in a downward spiral for many if the stand has not been lost due to blow-down.
years. This has occurred even though the Ministry of Forests, Lands,
Natural Resources Operations and Rural Development (Ministry) has a
THE MINISTRY GOT IT WRONG A SECOND TIME
legal responsibility to encourage a globally competitive timber processing Early in 2019, the Chief Forester completed an internal review and
industry. Ministry officials have promised us that help is on the way, but amended the 2014 AAC decision. The harvest of live, uninfested timber was
they haven’t delivered.
further restricted to re-focus the harvest on dead, dying and damaged
Conifex, the District of Mackenzie, and the United Steelworkers, with timber. While we agree with the principle of reserving green timber for
support from local First Nations, are committed to a recovery plan. We harvesting after the salvage phase comes to an end, our concern was that
need the senior bureaucrats at the Ministry to transition away from an overly burdensome salvage harvest component results in commercial
compounding the challenges we face in Mackenzie to providing solutions log values that are far below harvesting and delivery costs. This, in turn,
which enable us to survive the future. We also need to take steps to leads to harvest curtailments and mill closures. Others shared our concern.
ensure that more of the sawlog fibre sourced in Mackenzie is processed For example, in June 2019 the largest forest licensee in northern BC
locally, rather than delivered to mills starved for sawlogs in Prince George, publicly disclosed that at the same time it was transitioning to a greener
Quesnel and Vanderhoof. We wish to take this opportunity to update you harvest at a neighbouring TSA, it reviewed the amended harvest partition
on how Ministry decisions have impacted our livelihoods and outline how and prepared a presentation to the Chief Forester to demonstrate the
difficulty in achieving the amended partition requirements in the
we intend to position Mackenzie for future success.
Mackenzie TSA.
In July 2019 the Ministry received an independent assessment it
MACKENZIE WAS SINGLED OUT IN A BAD WAY
commissioned on the enforceability of its harvest partition amendment.
The Provincial Chief Forester conducts periodic reviews of the allowable The independent assessment concluded that licensees would have
annual cut (AAC) for each Timber Supply Area (TSA). Back in 2014, the difficulty meeting the AAC partition and that adhering to the partition
Chief Forester set our AAC at 4.5 million cubic metres. The Chief Forester would cause delivered log costs to increase which could lead to mill
assumed that mountain pine beetle impacted timber would remain curtailments. The independent assessment recommended that work be
available for commercial purposes for 15 years following attack; then it done by the Ministry to better align assumptions related to the
would fall over and eventually be replaced by natural regeneration.
merchantability of dead timber within the Mackenzie TSA and confirm AAC
The 15-year shelf-life assumption was based on what the Ministry refers to partition limits that may be achievable.
as “biophysical” considerations. We were treated differently than our The Ministry’s unsupported and unsupportable harvest requirement had a
neighbouring TSA where the Ministry correctly used an assumption based deep and profound impact on our community. In July 2019, Canfor
on “economic” considerations and acknowleged that “merchantable pine Corporation’s Mackenzie sawmill operations were indefinitely curtailed
volume within an attacked stand deteriorates over time.” The Ministry has affecting 225 employees. In June 2020, Paper Excellence’s Mackenzie pulp
never provided justification for singling us out in Mackenzie, nor has it mill operations were indefinitely curtailed affecting over 250 employees.
explained how doing so complied with provincial laws mandating the Yet the Ministry bureaucracy continues to dismiss evidence that its
Chief Forester consider economic factors in harvest level determinations. stewardship of the TSA harms stakeholders, fails to optimize mid- and
Simple common sense indicates that the commercial value of a beetle- long-term timber supply, impedes reconciliation with local First Nations,
and unnecessarily releases huge amounts of CO2 back into the
killed tree declines each passing year following mortality.
At the time the 2014 AAC was determined, the Ministry was fully aware atmosphere.
that 10 years following mortality, at least one half and as much as 90% of
the mechantable sawlog volume in a dead pine stand is downgraded and

THE MINISTRY'S OWN DATA CONFIRMS ITS MISTAKES

In November 2020, the Ministry released its Data Package for the Mackenzie
TSA. It disclosed that approximately 60 million cubic metres of dead pine
remains to be harvested in the Mackenzie TSA. As knowledgeable forest
industry participants predicted, the Ministry disclosed that 70 percent of
the dead volume no longer meets the requirements to be classified as
sawlog fibre. The Data Package also disclosed that the Chief Forester
abandoned the 15-year biophysical shelf-life assumption and intends to
employ different assumptions in the next AAC determination. Regrettably,
the salvage log requirement the Chief Forester mandated in 2019 was not
adjusted to align with the Ministry’s revised information.

7 OF THE 10 COALITION RECOMMENDATIONS WERE
REJECTED

In April 2019, the Premier of British Columbia requested that forest industry
CEOs assemble local forest sector stakeholders to find a new way forward
and develop a positive and forward-looking vision for the industry while
concurrently maintaining community and economic stability and
incorporating First Nations’ interests. The Coalition met regularly and
submitted 10 recommendations to the Premier and Minister in early 2021 to
achieve the objectives established by the Premier. On June 23, 2021, the
Minister terminated the Mackenzie TSA Coalition process but indicated
three potential initiatives were under consideration with potential to
improve forest sector competitiveness and sustainability in the Mackenzie
TSA. We have not received any follow-up in connection with the design or
timing of implementation of any potential initiative.

WE COMMIT TO ATTRACTING NEW PEOPLE AND
INVESTMENTS IN OUR COMMUNITY

Given the growing demand for sustainably harvested forest products, there
is a bright future for forest workers, their families, and our community. That
bright future requires Ministry adoption of forest policy and administrative
practices that support a sustainable and competitive forest sector. This is
necessary for us to successfully attract new people and investment to
Mackenzie and offset the effects of recent facility closures.
Simply put, we are working together to position Mackenzie to host forest
sector operators that process all the economically available and sustainably
sourced fibre available from our TSA. This way, millions of dollars of
additional funds will be available to support local and Aboriginal
communities, and we will be more confident that we can continue

to fund the lifestyle and services that you expect and deserve.

WE COMMIT TO OPERATING SUSTAINABABLY AND
REACHING OUR POTENTIAL

The AAC represents the maximum volume of wood that can be harvested
annually in perpetuity without diminishing the productive capacity of the
forest. The AAC is determined after allowances for protected Aboriginal
territories, conservation sites, exceptional forest ecosystems and wildlife
habitat set asides. The Data Package discloses that over the period from
2009 to 2019 only 75% of the AAC in our TSA was harvested, and that the
total AAC has never been realized.
We believe we all benefit if we find ways to raise the average annual
harvest percentage to well above 75% - without exceeding 100% of
course. This way more of the land base in our TSA is reforested with
faster growing, more disease-resistant seedlings, which increases midand
long-term timber supply. This is the approach confirmed by the United
Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, widely considered
the world’s leading authority on climate science.

WHAT'S NEXT?

A review of the AAC by the Ministry is presently underway, but the
deadlines for the commencement of the public comment period keep
getting deferred. Just as soon as the Ministry releases its discussion
paper outlining its thoughts about the level and composition of future
harvest levels in our TSA, we will work on a priority basis to ensure the
best interests of our community and our families are given proper
consideration.
We look forward to updating you on other topics around the middle of
December. Our next communication focuses on how other shortfalls in
Ministry and B. C. Timber Sales performance have the effect of shifting
employment and activity away from Mackenzie to other TSAs in the
interior region of B. C.
That’s all for today. Thanks very much for taking the time to understand
what we hope to achieve and what the Ministry must address to comply
with its legislative requirements which will permit us to stabilize our
community.

